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The Easterner
Volume 33, Issue No. 26

Thursday , May 6, 1982

Senate adjourns·, suspends rules
In a proposal brought forth maneuvers to circum vent the
by Pro fessor James P. inpending fracas.
Special to the Eas terner
The following 90 minutes
In the strongest action taken Wallace of the government
were of an angered, comin its history, the EWU department, the rules were
promised Senate trying to
Academic Senate voted "to suspended as well as the agenestablish the feeling of how
adjourn, sine die, itself and its da. Chairman Jay Rae handed
they were slighted, and what
the
gavel
to
Vice-Chairman
organs" by a vote of 21 to 11
protest could be·raised.
after a heated 90 minute Lula A. Schroeder after
At that time, Wallace
several
parlimentary
debate
..,_
_ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----!'!!"--~----,. presented a motion which
by Michael Moran

"word fender-repairmen ," using this oppo rtun ity to
establish control and supremacy.
Not all held this view,
however, Rae warned his
fellow members to " not belittle that process known as
negotiation. ' '

Rae accused his mem bers o f
a tone which "attempted to
shove it down the Dean'
throat. "
" I also think that a hell o f
lot of the problem is in on
section of the campus. W
should not allow one unit t
continued on page 12

BOT adopts a
merit pay plan

stated,
"The Senate finds the
Board of Trustees and Administration's actions in the
process of adopting the merit
pay system have failed to
..
demonstrate good faith and
by Michael Moran
·respect for shared governence.
Special to The Easterner
This raises tbe question of
On April 29, 1982 the EWU
f acuity confidence in the pre- Board of Trustees accepted the
sent board and administra- Ad-Hoc Committee's protion. Therefore the Senate posal for merit pay in a
resolves:
unaminous 7-0 vote. Leading
1.) To adjourn sine, itself the discussion for the Ad-Hoc
and its organs.
Committee's plan was Duane
-:, ,,
2.) That henceforth, it shall G. Thompson, the acting probe considered unethical- for vost.
any faculty member to parJay Rae, chairman of the
ticipate in any committee or Academic Senate, opposed the
other advisory body to the plan an~ proposed a "comboard or administration whose promise plan'' sent in by the
purpose is to supplant the Academic Senate. The diffunctions of the Senate and or ferences in the two plans were
its organs."
in three major areas.
Wallace said his intention
The first area was in the
was "to send a message to the amount of money allocated
Board of Trustees that using for merit awards. The Ad-Hoc
time-consuming , tactics 'in pl~n allocated 30 percent and
_the Senate's. plan allocated 25
committee is not good faith.''
The board was accused of a percent of the legislated
Academic Sena.le Chairman Jay Rea has had his hands full this
and allocations.
"corporate mentality"
week, juggling the concerns of the faculty and the legislation of seeing the instructors
The second difference was
the Board of Trustees. Photo by Patrick Potter.
as

/

1

in the status of the money. The
Board of Trustees' position
was of a permanent annuity
(30 percent), while the Senate
preferred a bonus.
The significance of this i!,;
important. In conversations
with Professors Maho·ney anct
Herold of the governmen t
department, a bonus could
result in conflicts of interes t
with the role o f Eastern as .a
regional uni versity. The rub
would be that the legislatur.e_
could investigate (as they d id
last year), and decide tht
university was in conflict with
its mission statement , and as a
" teaching college, " could not
· give bonuses for activities
other then teaching, and other
perhaps more relevant activities (research for example)
would not be rewarded.
The third major difference
con1inued on page 12

No ·more no credit life raft this fall

Students unable to stay understandable.
According to . Rae, the old
afloat in their classes next fall
won't be rescue~ by the no system permitted instructors
credit life raft, according to to give no credit grades where
EWU Registrar Melanie Bell. · warranted.
''Currently there is a wide
Bell said this past week
faculty members will not be range of circumstances under
able to give no credit grades which students request no
for classes beginning next fall credits," he said. "A death in
the family or an illness quarter.
"The no credit grade will be anything that would make it
restricted to those courses impossible for a student to
chosen by the student under comp_lete a quarter."
Rae said students will have
the pass/no credit option and
to those courses offered by to withdraw from a course
departments graded pass/no
credit only,'' said Bell.
Classes under the pass/no
credit option include such
course offerings as education
by Barb Hill
300 and student teaching.
Easterner Staff Writer
Bell said the policy change
Recent federal budget cuts
was
approved
by
the have hit the Public BroadAcademic Senate at its April casting System (PBS) televir9 meeting.
sion network so hard that it
According to · Jay Rae, has turned to advertisers for
chairman of the Academic support.
Senate, the new policy makes
Ten PBS stations were
it more difficult for· students chosen to participate in an
to get out of classes.
advertising experiment design''Some students are ed to see what effects would
avoiding poor grades by ask- occur if public television staing for no credits," Rae said tions were to incorporate comMonday. "Also, Eastern's no mercials into their programmcredit grading option is not . ing.
understood with any uniformiParticipating stations inty by institutions outside of clude those in .Muncie, Ind.,
EWU."
San Mateo, Calif., Miami,
Rae said the new policy Fla., New York City, Erie,
would make transcripts more Pa., Binghamton., N.Y.,
unif o rm
and
more C hicago ,
Pitt s burgh,

rather than opting for a no until the 30th day of the won't know it ," said Rae .
quarter (six weeks of in- "He will assign a nu mber
credit grade.
Bell said under the new st ruction) to withdraw. grade fo r the student which
system students may withdraw However., after six weeks, the will later be computed into a
from a particular course from student must withdraw from passing grade or a no credi t. "
the sixth class day to the 30th all courses.
According to Rae, an occacalendar day of the quarter
He said students may take sional W (withdraw!) on a stuwith "possible one-half re- classes on a pass/no credit
fund."
basis but the instructor will no dent ' s transcripts pose no
'' Basically all that has hap- longer have the authority to future proble m , but a
pened, is that the times for a assign no er.edits.
transcript that is "peppered
student to withdraw from a
'' A student may sign up for with W's" may arouse some
class have been extended,"
a class with the pass/ no credit question as to the st uden t'
said Bell.
Rae also said students have option, but the instructor abili ty to stick with something .

PB·S turning to advertisers
Philadelphia,
and
New
Orleans. Spokane's PBS affiliate, KSPS, will not be involved in this initial experiment.
New Orleans' WYES-TV is
the first PBS station to use
advertising. In a telephone interview, Linda Nix, Public Information Manager for
WYES, revealed that the first
commercial in PBS' 13-year
history was viewed at 7 p.m.
March 26, 1982. It was an
advertisement for Canon
Copy Machines.
So far, WYES has been the
only station to air such advertisements. According to Nix,
some of the other nine stations
chosen to participate will
begin C(?~mercials the end of

May, while the rest will begin
in the fall.
"The commercials must
adhere to strict rules," Nix
said. "The advertisements
must not interrupt the programs, there are no more than
three ads in any single break,
no political or religious advertising, no more than four
minutes of commercials per
hour, and no advertising during instructional programming."
According to KSPS Public
Relations Manager Claire
Kobluk, the network is using
"cluster advertising,' ' which
means commercials are shown
only between programs, so the
advertising does not "interrupt the integrity of the pro-

gram ."
" It's basically the same sort
of system used in Europe,"
Nix said.
Nix also explained, "The
ads are all screened ahead o f
time. We are very careful
about deciding which ones to
run."
The "severity of cutbacks''
was what lead to the decision
to air commercials on PBS , according to Nix. PBS' budget
was
reduced
fro m
$172,000,000 to $120,000,000
for the current year and is
"projected to go down and
down from there," she said ._
''The Congres · was very
concerned that public TV
could even exist," Nix concontinued on page I 2
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IS w·eek through Friday
by Chris Gaston
Easlerner Staff Writer

The week of May 3 through
May 7 is International
Students Week at Eastern
Washington University.
'' Everyday of the week a
different culture will entertain
us,'' said Catherine Porter,
counselor in charge of the International Students Organization at EWU .
Arabian day is scheduled
for today in the PUB
Multipurpose Room. A lunch
will be served from 11 :30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. in the PUB. This
lunch will feature Gyro sandwiches for . $2.25, Hummus
salad for $1.75 and Baklava
pastry for 95 cents.
The Arabian students will
also feature a dance, music,
and many cultural exhibits.

"We want to encourage
students to attend these events
and learn about other
cultures," said Mrs. Porter.
Nigerian day is scheduled
for Friday, May 7, also in
PUB Multipurpose Room.
These students will exhibit a
fashion parade, music, dancing, and an arts festival
displaying cultural artifacts.
''There will also be a dance
with music by Rendezvous
from 9-12 on Friday night,"
said Mrs. Porter. This dance is
for all students and during intermissions there will be belly
dancers and a kung-fu show.
"I think the International
students are going to do a
great job of getting Mayfest
weekend off to a great start,"
she said.
On Wednesday the Japanese

students here at Eastern ran
the show.
''There was
a
Judo
demonstration, art exhibits,
free rice snacks, Sumo wrestling, and Origami paper art
demonstrations," said Mrs.
Porter.
.
On Tuesday the Canadian
and E uropean students showed films and exhibits. Fresh
Croissants were sold.
''Folk dancing was also a
big part of the entertainment
for that day," said Mrs.
Porter.
.
"International Students
Week was set off to a good
start on Monday, May 3 when
the Chinese students took
charge of entertainment,"
Mrs. Porter said. They showed
cultural displays, films and
gave out free shrimp crackers
to students.
Japanese
Caligraphy
demonstrations were given to
add to the day. Tai-Chi
demonstrations were given by
a master from Spokane by the
name of Jim Wickman.
"The international students
see this as a valuable o~portunity to help the over 400 .International students to share
their cultures with their
. American hosts," said Mrs.
Porter.
"The International students
are most pleased to be able to
organize and stage the events
of the International Students
Week. These events offer our
students and the community a
unique opportunity to observe
cultures and arts and exhibits
of several countries," said Dr.
Wong, advisor of International students at EWU.
To be reinstated for Spring
Quarter '82, Tuition and Fees
are due by 5:00 P.M., May 28,
1982. Please · pay in the
Cashier's Office - Showalter
120. For further information
see Student Accounting
Showalter 314, or call 3592344.

MAYFEST

SPECIAL!

For The Month of
Women' s Hai.r$8.00 As An
To The VIXEN

May All Mens and
Cuts Will Be
Introductory Offer
ANNEX!

Art Martin, director of student activities, hands the fishing
derby trophy to Ed Valdeze last Saturday. Valdeze reeled in a
14 Vi" fish. - Photo by Lindsay Scag~s.

RHC takes over

Seybold said the idea for
RHC
came from the National
Easterner laff Writer
Starting this week the Inter- Association of College and
dorm Advisory council, University Halls, which has
IDAC, will no 1onger be in ef- represenatives from all over
fect and the Resident Hall the nation. Seybold also said
the new president, viceCouncil, RHC, will take over.
Alan Seybold, president of president and Fred McDowell
I DAC, said, "There are two from housing will be attending
main reasons why we're NACURH's national con,changing. One is to give ference May 27 through May
students a bigger voice in stu- 30.
All of RHC's offices have
dent affairs and the other is to
get more people involved so been filed for and the elections
that more things can be ac- took place this week at the
same time dorm elections were
complished."
As it stands now, IDAC has held . Seybold said "only one
five officers and five dorm race is being contested because
staff memQ_ers on it's council. we are new and noboby knows
RHC will have seven officers, about us."
The officers for the 1982-83
five staff members and ten
representitives from the RHC will be Alan Seybold
president, Bill Muir vicedorms.
With this may people in its president, either Beth Warrick
legislative body RHC hopes to or Cindy Pedroso executive
broaden it's effect on campus~ secretary, Matt Medlin finance
Seybold said, "We hope to coordinator, Lisa Rosenau
work closer with AS than publicity coordinator, Rick
IDAC by attending their Hable activities programmer,
meetings and RHC also hopes and Victor Laguquist educato buiid a stronger. tie with the tional programmer.
Seybold said he has been
individual dorms." He added, •
"We also hope to make working on the concept of
students more aware of pro- RHC since November when he
blems, such as alcohol and got the idea from NACURH.
energy conservation, through He also hopes for g~eater parour educational programs."
ticipation in RHC next year
when they get to be a "little bit
better known."
by John Sell

Study due
Eastern
· Washington
University's
Bureau
of
Business Research will present
a feasibility study on the
establishment of a Spokane
County Port District to the
Economic
Development
Council and Century Two this
week. The presentation of the
study, commissioned by the
E.D.C. and Century Two, will
be made at 10:30 a.m., today
in the Johnson Briefing Center _
of th~ Spokane Chamber of
Commerce.

MAYFEST REASON #70

'X
Call 235-2260

''Have A Picnic With Our Fixin's.!''

_______

~p
If" D~c;~

For Appointment

213 "D" Sl.
Cheney

MA YFEST REASON #71

_.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

:•

••
••
••

·[ Y ~

LUNCHEON MENU
Served from 10:30 a.m. - 2: 15 p.m.
Thurs., May 6

:
•
•
:

Fri., May 7

•
:
•
•

Sat., May 8

:
•

Sun., May 9
Mon., May JO

:
••
:
•

Tues., May 1 I

•
•

:

•••

:•
•••
:
-

~~

Wed., May 1Z

Scotch Broth, Hot Turkey Sand., Beef Noodle
Cass., Fruit Sld. Plate, Whole Kernel Corn,
Sld. Bar, Wht. & Banana Brd., Butterscotch
Pdg., Snickerdoodles.
Clam Chowder, BBQ Ham on Bun, Turkey/frd.
Rice, Tri-sld. Plate, ·cut Green Beans, Sid. Bar,
Wht. & Crkd. Wht. Brd., Banana Crm. Pudding,
Fruit Bars.
BRUNCH
BRUNCH
Tomato Soup, Pizza Melt, Chicken Pot Pie,
Chef Salad Plate, Cut Green · Beans, Salad
Bar, Wht. & Raisin Bread, Chocolate Pudding,
Oatmeal Cookies.
Vegetable Soup, Hamburgers, Ravioli, Rolled
Bologna Plate, Oriental Vegs., Salad Bar, Wht.
& WW. Bread, Baked Custard, Chocolate
Chip Cookies.
Chicken Gumbo, Homemade C)lili, Gr. Ham
on Rye, Fruit Plate, Creamed Com, Salad Bar,
Wht. & Cornbread, Butterscotch Pudding,

~~~~

10 Punch Breakfast/Lunch Tickets . . . $20
10 Punch Dinner Tickets . . . $37
Dinner Hours: 4: 15-6:30

:•

••
••

••

:
•
•
:•
•
:
•
•
:
•
:
•
: I
•
: .
•
• I
•
•
•

•

:•
••

.
:

~·············································

FREE DELIVERY, SAT, MAY 8

ALPHA RAPPA PSI
Presents

11th ANNUAL JOB SYMPOSIUM
SPEAKERS:
PETER RUMWELL
Assistant Vice President, E~ployment
Old National Ban.le

CRAIG JOHNSON
Regional College Recruiter
K~iser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation

c:~·-ciiEN~
1RECYCLINC
II
· CENTER
6243rd

I

TED FILE
Marketing Consultant Rosauer's Supermarkets

Behind Fire Station

JEAN SILVER

We Buy Aluminum
Beat Price In Town I

Certified Public Accountant
City of Spokane

2Jft lb.

JENNIFER TIPPET
Employment Representative
ISC System Corporation.

THURSDAY, MAY 13, 1982
9:00 A.M. - 12:00 Noon
Kingston Auditorium

We Accept Paper,
Glass, Tin Cans

I
I

I

I
I
I

I

Tues. & Thurs. 10-3
Saturday9-1 _ )

L

.

--~~2~~~~~--

,
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Minority discussion group erupts
by Corinne Burnett
Easterner Staff Writer

What started out as a panel
discussion ended in an emotional confrontation this past
week.
The topic up for discussion
was "Why don't minority
women participate more in the
women's movement?:' held in
the Women's Lounge on May

4.
Under the direction of Pat
Coontz, the guest panelists
represented three minorities
and one woman represented
the 'non-minorities.' Each
woman was allowed eight
minutes to express her views
on the behalf of the group she
was representing. After views
were revealed, the rest of the
hour was devoted to an audience participatition discussion.
The
first
speaker
represented black women.
Linda Edwards Taylor,
Washington Energy Employment and Training specialist,
declared her position. Taylor
stated that from the women's
movement she got '~Status of
dignity. Dignity as a human
being. Dignity as a female.
Dignity as a black female.
Comparable worth in the
employment field." She also
encouraged "all of you to take
responsibility and act on all
issues as if they are relevant in

Calendar·

I •

your life.,,
She unfortunately didn't expand on why the black women
don't participate more as a
group in the women's movement.
Liz Cook, a recently appointed associate professor of
English and professor of Indian Studies represented Indian women. Professor Cook
said the women's movement
"is to me a driving force to
change the structure of our
social system from that of a
white, male-dominated one to
a society that includes all people,
especially
women
minorities." _
Some of the reasons that Indian women don't participate
more in the women's movement is the history of the Indian women.
"White women have been as
oppressive as the white men
have been," Cook said.
Culture of Indians is set up on
a priority basis, and Cook suggests that the women's movement '"'simply isn't a priority.''
One major difference the
Indians have from other
minorities is that they "share a
significant and unique relationship with the U.S. Government," Cook added.
Cecilia Alveraz, couselor,
Indian Education Program is a
Chicana. She stated at the
beginning of her time slot that

her views didn't necessarily
represent the views of the rest
of the Chicana.
The main reason Chicanos
don't become more involved
in the women's movement is
because "the Chicano people
sacrifice for the benefit of all
people, not based just on the
sex or race,''
Alveraz said.
,..
Another concern she commented on was that the
women's movement "started
out as a humanistic movement
and has turned into a women's

personal actHevement movement."
Marie Rosenberg Dishman,
Director, Public Administration, spoke on the behalf of
"basically everyone else."
"We should recognize the
elements common to us all,"
she said. "There is downright
discrimination
and
persecution in all minorities."
Ending the panel discussion
was the remark made by

Dishman "women aren't
rewarded
for
activism,
whereas men are.''
The audience was invited to
participate in the discussion
which followed the panel. One
woman said she got the idea
from the talks that "while we
are supposed to . impact the
system that affects us and our
children,
that
should
supercede color, but you seem
to be saying that color
supercedes the system." The
discussion ended on that note.

Models show off the latest "Images of Spring" in the PUB last Thursday, sponsored by Colecon
and the Eastern Home Economics Dept. - Photo by Randy Rains.

· Black Awareness Week highlights

Today May 6
Men's Track. (SCC Twilight
Meet), Spokane
Women's Track. (NCWSA
Regional Championships),
Ellensburg
Film: Ways of Seeing, Part
2, noon, Women's Lounge,
Monroe Hall
Centennial Foreign Film
Festival, German Film: Captain From K9epenich, noon,
JFK Library Auditorium
SUBOC Meeting, 3-5 p.m.,
PUB3A
Guest Artist: Jay Mauchley,
pianist, 8 p.m., Music
Building Recital Hall
Play: Willow Springs, 8
p.m,, University Theatre
Friday May 7
Women's Track. (NCWSA
Regional Championships),
Ellensburg
Women's Tennis (Regionals
and AIAW Qualifying), all
day, Moscow, Idaho
Art Exhibition: EWU
Alumni Ceramic Artists,
Showalter·Gallery
Baseball (UP),
noon,
Portland, Ore.

Play: Willow Springs, 8
p.m., University Theatre. No
'Kiddie Movie
Saturday May 8
MA YFEST, featuring Rail
noon-8 p.m., Mall
Track. (UI Invitational),
Moscow, Idaho
Women's
Tennis.
(Regionals and AIA W Qualifying), all day, Moscow,
Idaho
Baseball. (UW), noon, Seattle
Play: Willow Springs, 8
p.m., University Theatre Sunday, May 9
Movie: Heavy Metal, 6 & 9
p.m., PUB Multipurpose

Room, students $1, general
$2.
Monday May 10
BLACK
AWARENESS
WEEK
Speaker: Professor Ulysses
Doss, worked with Martin
Luther King as a civil rights
leader in the east, 2:30-4 p.m.,
JFK Library Auditorium
Concert: Neil Wilson,
baritone, 8 p.m., Music
Building Recital Hall
Tuesday May 11 ·
Film: The Autobiography
of Miss Jane Pittman, starring
Cicely Tyson and Richard
Dysart, 7 p.m., JFK Library
Auditorium

Workshop: , Neil Wilson,
baritone, 10-11 a.m., Music
Building Recital Hall
Baseball. (CWU), noon,
Ellensburg
Speaker: Ernest Gilmour,
Professor-Chairman Geology
Dept., The Women's Place in

Muslim Society as Seen by an
Outsider, l p.m., Women's
Lounge, Monroe Hall
ASEWU Council Meeting,
3-6 p.m., PUB ·council
Chambers
Dress for Success - Seminar
and .style show, TBA, PUB
Multipurpose Room
Wednesday April 12

ABC Speaker: John Young,

What's Ahead for High
Technology: A Strategy for
the '80's, 7:30 a.m., Davenport Hotel, Spokane
Film and Discussion: We
All Have Our Reasons, about
women and alcohol, noon,
Women's Lounge, Monroe
Hall
Humanities and the Stars,

Interpreting the Astronomy
and Mythology of Eight
Cultures, Program: Contemporary Scientific, noon and 8
p.m., EWU Planetarium,
Science Building

HELP CREATE
A WASHINGTON STUDENT LOBBY!
,
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SIGN THE PEllTION IN THE PUB
10:00-2:00 DAILY

:NOW

THESTUDENT.VOICEIN OLYMPIA!
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Explain, please
Something doesn't make sense here at Eastern.
The Easterner last week reported the possibility that up to
50 employees will be relieved of their jobs soon.
Cla ses are being cut, tuition is going up and special ections of the campus, including the Nursery School , are seeing
their last days .
We are in a belt-tightening time.
This would all come a an understandable result of the current nationwide climate if not for the fact that while teachers,
employees and students are uffering, our administrators thi
year received salary increases.
.
Agreed, not all did, but that makes the increases that much
more inflammatory. How can we justify an $11,000 increase
for one administrator when that amount is close to a year's
salary for some instructors?
Eastern is also frantically pushing for their athletic program to enter the Big Sky Conference, which means more
scholarships for athletes that will be used to make money for
the school's coffers. While Eastern doles out the funds to
show Big Sky officials they can financially handle the step up,
students here are being slapped with increases in tuition, rentals and apartment prices.
Eastern's major problem is it's trying desperately to
become an elite school at a time when elitism's position on the
fortune wheel is rubbing the ground .
It used to be that Eastern was chosen by students from out
of state and the coast area because of its large variety of offerings and its low tuition.
Those days are in danger of vanishing forever.
But at least the elitists are eating well.

No Nuke forces grow;
marches set in June
Alexander Haig wants to fire a nuclear warning shot over
Europe. Ronald Reagan thinks a nuclear war is winnable and
wouldn't hesitate to strike first to begin a nuclear war.
ls it any wonder, then, that hundreds of thousands of people,
ourraged and horrified, are converging on New York City from
June 11 -14 for actions during the U.S. Special Session on Disarmament? Grandmothers for Nuclear Disarmament is organizing
in Texas. A national Ch ildren's Campaign for Nuclear disarmament has been launched from Vermont. And on hundreds of
campuses, Ground Zero Week, a week of in tensive education
about nuclear weapons and the dangers of nuclear war, has
swept the country. For every age group, every income
background, every occupation, one can find a group organizing
to oppose the government's military policy.
Why are people becoming so active now when we've had
nuclear weapons for a long time? People give many different
reasons. An obvious one is the drastic cutbacks in social services
that have accompanied the massive increases in military spending. Like the many students unable to continue (or start) their
educations because of cutbacks in student loans, people of many
backgrounds are being dramatically affected by Reagan's spending policy. The Reagan administration speaks of sending
troops into El Salvador. They decide to continue draft registration and prosecute non-registrants. And then Reagan talks
about winning a nuclear war! Of course people are scared--and
they're ready to do something!
In New York City, the second week of June will be packed full
of events. June 12 will experience one of the largest
demonstrations for nuclear disarmament and human needs that
we have ever seen. The march and rally is called by a large coalition of peace, labor, religious, Third World and student groups .
On June 13 will be an "Anti-draft festival and Celebration of
the Resistance." On June 14, non-violent civil disobedience actions will take place at the U.N. embassies of the five largest
nuclear nations.
Thousands are nying in from England, Germany, Greece and
Japan to join us. The government of Greece has loaned its
Olympic Torch to the event and runners will carry it from Montreal to New York in time for the U.N. Special Session.
Thousands of children will lead the June 12 march from the
U.N. to Central Park. The Talking Heads, Stevie Wonder and
Susan Sarandon (Janet) from Rocky Horror Picture Show are
using their talents to organize for disarmament.
So what will students be doing between now and June? Who
will be arranging buses from your community? Mobilization for
Sur.viva! (48 St. Marks Pl, NY NY 10003, 212-533-0008) can provide students with detailed information about the events and
suggest ideas and materials for organizing on the issues. United
States Student Association (2000 P St. NW, Washington DC,
202-775-8943) has leaflets specifically written for campuses
about lhe June activities.
The movement lo "end the arms race and save the human
race" is rapidly growing. those who don't trust Haig's finger on
Lhe button will be heading to New York City June 11-4 for the
U. N. Second Special Session on Disarmament.

Read before signing!
by Kim Church
pccinl lo The Easlcrncr

"Three of every four people
will ign an initiative petition
when it's presented to them."
Thi
tatistic is offered by
Dave Mortenson, chairman of
the Washington Council for
Voter Ed ucation . Mortenson
says the Council's research indicates that approximately 75
percent of the people approached by initiative petition
gatherers will sign the petitionand very few of them even
stop to read the petition or to
find out what the initiative is
all about.
To counter this trend, the
Washington Council for Voter
Education has begun a "Read
Before You Sign" campaign
urging voters to read petitions
before signing them, and to
ask ques tions if they don' t
understand what the initiative
is about.
"We' re trying to show the
public what their responsibilities are regarding petitions, as well as their rights,"
Mortenson says.
'' For example, the secretary
of state's instructions on initiative petitions stress that
people signing a peti tio n must
be given an opportunity to
read it first."
"We're trying to educate
people to do just that. And, if
they don't have time to read it
right then, we're suggesting
they ask for a copy to take
home."
According to Mortenson,
the WCVE is not supporting
or opposing any specific initiative, but is trying to raise
the registered voter's attention
and respect for the initiative
process.
"It used to be if you had a
good issue and a good
organization, your initiative
would make the ballot,"
Mortenson says. "But now all
it takes for an initiative to
qualify
is • the
good
organization--someone to get
those signatures on the petitions. Whether people think
the issue is important or not
no longer seems to make any

difference."
But what harm can there be
in signing a petition? Mortenon says this is the argument
people will be coming up
against most often--that signing a petition .doesn't make it
law, it only gets it on the
ballot.
"But we can't accept the
logic of this argument," he
says. ''The whole purpose of
the init iative process was so
the issues could be reviewed
and we could make sure they
deserved to be on the ballot.''
" Just signing to get them on
the ballot negates the value of
the initiative process."
"Besides," he adds, "my
signature is worth more to me
than just to use it as a rubber
stamp."
And, according to John
Pierson, assistant supervisor
of elections, using signatures
like rubber stamps costs the
state taxpayers money.
"We figure it costs about 25
cents for every signature we
have to verify," Pierson says.
"l f a petition brings in
200,000 signatures (160,000 is
the recommended minim urn to
ensure an initiative qualifies)
and we do a complete check,
that's $50,000 of the taxpayer's money."
"And that's just for one
initiative--if more than one in it iative gathers enough petiLions, the costs go up."
As of this date, there have
been more than 30 initiatives
filed; more are expected
before the July 2 deadline.
Pierson says the average ratio
of initiatives which bring in
enough signatures to the
number of initiatives filed is
approximatley l to 8.
"Last year there were 18 initiatives filed," he says. "Two
of them brought in enough
signatures to certify them to
the ballot. Another one
brought in signatures, but
after a partial check we learned they hadn't brought in
enough.''
''Those three checks cost a
total of $63,000."
To get the message out to

the people, WCVE has hired
The Harris Associates, a
Bellevue cam paign management firm. Terre Harris , president of the company, i j ust as
enthusia tic about the campaign as Morten on is.
"This is the fir t really
ophist icated, in-depth voter
education campaign concerning petitions we've heard of
anyone doing," he says, "and
we're really excited about doing it."
"We already have radio
commercials state-wide, and
we are in constant com munication with anyone who
has questions. "
"We'll be putting the
message out in grocery stores:
nearly 25 million shopping
bags across the state will be
imprinted with the information in May and June, " he
said.
But advertising isn't the o nly way Harris has chosen to get
the word out.
'' A TV special has been
produced which will be aired
May 23 on KSTW TV in
Tacoma which will show people what the whole initiative
process is about. It will also
show them what their rights
and responsibilities are when
approached
by
pet ition
gatherers," he said .
"We've scheduled ta fk show
appearances on radio station
across the state where the
WCVE will explain the idea
behind the ' Read Before You
Sign' campaign and answer
any questions the publ ic may
have," he said.
Mortenson
encourages
anyone who has questions to
call the Harris Associates a t
their Bellevue offices (4544598) or to call in when
WCVE appears on one of the
talk shows.
''This is a campaign for the
people," he says. "We'll try to
answer any questions anyone
may have, and we also want to
encourage anyone who wants
to volunteer time or contribute
to the campaign to do so."
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EWU blooms the da of the·-race
. , ,

Over 22,000 people
participated
in
Bloom s da y
1982.
Students, faculty and
staff members from
EWU helped make it the
second largest fun run in
the nation. Runners are
seen here rounding the
bend from Petit Drive to
Meenach Drive. Photo by
Ron Swords.

Photos by Gary Copp

T he EWU Science Center opened Saturday, replacing the
Spokane Story in riverfront Park. Exhibits from Deaconess
Hospital and several of Eastern's ~ ience departments are now on
display.

The EWU Collegians, under the direction of Dr.
'Ralph Manzo, entertained Bloomsday audiences on
the floating stage in the park.
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austin space:
by John Austin
Associale Edilor

The office has been inundated recently with press
releases from upcoming
theatrical features. UsuaJly
when one receives these hype
folders the first reaction is to
toss them, but a couple of new
films may be acutally worth
seeing:Top of the list is Robin
Williams· starring in "The
World According To Garp,"
based on John Irving's great
novel. Williams' first serious
role should be easy for him
(the press release reminds us
he studied acting at Julliard)
but there the story should

Dear Sirs: Enclosed.

dominate. Director George
Roy Hill ("The Sting," etc.)
has taken an u_nusual approach to the film: it is composed of short scenes pieced
together, and most of the
scenes are no longer than 90
seconds. Fans of Irving's
n,ovel may not like that idea,
but it's at least worth a viewing.
Steven Spielberg's "E. T"
opens June 11 (but when
Spokane gets it is another
thing) .and is the story of an
alien's adventures on Earth.
Prescreenings and rumors say
that Spielberg's film was made
on a shoestring budget and
shows it, which would explain

the no-names that star in it. It
may , however, work in
Spielberg's favor to have no
big stars detracting from his
•
story.
Harrison Ford, who probably has more money now in
one pocket than Saudi Arabia,
stars this summer in '' Blade
Runner," a sci-fi thriller made
by Ridley Scott, who made the
fancy ''Alien.'' Hence, th:!
sets should be elaborate.
Maybe the acting will be, too.
Steve Martin's new film,
posters of which adorn many a
dorm room wall, is "Dead
Men Don't Wear Plaid," a
take-off of l 940's detective
films. Wisely filmed in black
and white, previews of it are
already making the rounds .

According to the poster, it
opens May 21.
We've also received press
kits for movies starring Clint
Eastwood and Henry Winkler,
but it's obvious that a)
Eastwood
could
make
a nything and numb-minded
people will pay to see it, and b)
Winkler could make anything
and no one will see it.
Undoubtedly we'll get plenty more of these adorable
press releases, and when they
accumulate I'll pass them
along.
One interesting aspect of
these packaged messes is the
"star interview" wherein we
find out interesting facts like
one actor likes to punch parrots and one actress watches

• •

"Days of Our' Lives" or some
such nonsense.
The funny thing is, the people who package this expect
for some reason that we will
print these interviews, thus
giving > them plenty of free
publicity. Most of the releases
with bad interviews obviously
need all the publicity they can
get, but they won't get it here.
Even if we had the room.
Now, an interview with
Clint Eastwood's makeup
man; now that would be
fascinating .
Oh my gosh, I hope they
don't read that. We'll get it in
the mail tomorrow.

Baritone Wilso-n performs
Neil Wilson, one of the of Inland Empire audiences,
leading baritones in the Nor- he is remembered for his porthwest, will perform at trayal of Emile Dubecque in
Eastern Washington Universi- Spokane Symphony's 1979
ty Monday, May 10. Presented production
of
"South
by Eastern's Artist and Lec- Paci fie," and in 1978 as Capture Series, this highly ac- tain Von Trap in the "Sound
claimed artist will conduct a of Music." Most recently he
vocal workshop at 10 a.m. and appeared as a guest vocalist '
present a concert at 8 p.m. in with the Spokane Symphony
the Music Recital Hall on conducted
by
Norman
Eastern's campus. Admission Leyden .
is free; no reserved seating.
Assisting Wilson will be his
Currently a faculty member wife Sharon Wilson. A mezzo
at the University of Oregon's soprano, she has gained
School of Music, Wilson fre- recognition . for
her
quently appears throughout outstanding performance as a
the Northwest as a soloist with concert artist in recital and
major symphonies. A favorite oratorio. She studied abroad
in Stuggart, West Germany,
and has presented recitals in
Cologne. In 1979 she por-

Wellness speaker Emery Carper demonstrat~s Shiatsu, or
acupressure, to Jim Matter Tuesday. - Photo by Randy Rains.

Galleries busy this month
Eastern's Gallery of Art will
have an e-xhibition of nationally recognized ceramic artists,
Ken Ferguson from the Kansas
City Art Institute; Margaret
Ford, Seattle artist; and Kurt
Weiser, director of Archie_
Bray Foundation, from May 1
through June 12. During the
conference, Ferguson, Ford,
and Weiser will conduct
workshops
and
demonstrations in raku, glazing,
low-fire salt and

trayed Nellie Forbush iIJ
Spokane Symphony's production of ''South Pacific," and
she has appeared at the
Eugene Opera in the role of
Maddelena in ''Rigoletto''.
Diane Baxter, a doctral student at the University · of
Oregon at Eugene, will be
piano accompanist.
The concert will include
"Four Songs" by Johannes
Brahams, and ''Trois Ballades
de Francois Villon'' by Claude
Debussy. Don Lt miss · this enchanting evening of fine vocal
entertainment. For further information con tact Eastern' s
Dept. of Music at 359-2401 or
toll free from Spokane 4586200 ext. 240 I .

•

sculpture, terrasigillata, and
construction of vessel forms
techniques.
The Showalter Gallery on
Eastern's campus will be host
to the "All Clay" - EWU
Alumni E~hibition from May
7 to May 28. This exhibition
has been juried by David
Shaner, studio potter and
former Director of the Archie
Bray Foundation in Big Fork,
Montana.
The Cheney
Cowles

COUPON

Museum will have the "All
Clay" - National Ceramics Invitational exhibition curated
by conference guest artists Ken
Ferguson, Margaret Ford, and
Kurt Weiser from April 29
through May 30. The artists
will participate in a panel
discussion concerning contemporary ceramics at the
museum Thursday evening,
May 13, with Fred Ploeger,
curator of art for the museum,
as papel moderator ..
The Art Gallery at Spokane
Falls Community College will
have an exhibition of four
Washington State University
ceramic artists Pat Siler, Lee
Ayars, Clare Harris, and
Marilyn Lysotiir from May 4th
to June 9th. In SFCC's Student Union Building, from
noon to l p.m., May 12, Lee
Ayars will give a lecture on
contemporary ceramic art.

'Springs' tonight
by Chris Gaston
Easterner Staff Wriler

"Willow Springs",
a
western musical comedy, is
scheduled to open tonight at 8
p.m. in the university theatre.
The music is by Charles
Gassett and book and lyrics by
Jerry Kraft. "Willow Springs" is being produced in
conjunction with the EWU
Centennial celebration.
The story is based on the
early railroad days of a nor~
thwe~t town similar to Cheney
and the story builds on conflict.
"Willow Springs" discovers
the animosity between the
civilized townspeople and the
rowdy railroad men, which

reaches somewhat of an intolerable point.
"Willow Springs" is filled
with entertaining music,
melodrama, and energetic
dances.
"Willow
Springs"
is
directed by Dr. R. Boyd Devin
with music direction by the
composer Charles Gassett.
Choreographer is Edie Bucklin
and.,costume designer is Candice Newcomb.
"Willow ,Springs" will play
every Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday evening through
May 22. Curtain time is 8 p.m.
Admission is $3, free for
students. For reservations call
359-2825, or toll free from
Spokane 458 5200 ext. 6ioo.
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Sports
Davis: ·Pressure no pro.biem
•

. ,

,

I

by John Sell
Sporls Wriler

One of the stars of the 1982
EWU women's track team has
been senior sprinter Cathy
Davis. Last weekend at the
Pelleur Invitational Davis continued her winning ways in
both the 100 and 200 · meter
dashes. She has already
qualified for nationals in the
100 with a time of 11.9
seconds.
Winning has always been
parl of track for Davis even
back in high school at
Nooksack Valley. She never
won the State A track meet
though, "because I choked
under the pressures of state,"
she said.
Davis said "That pressure
doesn't bother me anymore,"
and she credits alot of that to
the positive mental attitude
that coach Deborah Tannehill
tresses in her athletes. "Experience also helps to ease the
pressures of the big meet,''
Davis added.
Davis also said that the adjustment from a small A
school to college hasn't been

that bad because she went to
Spokane Falls after high
school where she ran against
big schools early in her career
with no pressure for her to .
win. Running against schools
like
Washington
and
Washington State every week
made it easier for Davis when
she came to Eastern.
"I've been feeling good and
running really well but the
cold weather has kind of been
holding me back," noted
Davis.
.
Davis is hoping to do well in
nationals this year and seem·s
well on her way as she
qualified in the 100 ·on April _
24th in Ellensburg. Davis is
also continuing to better her
time in the 200 with a season
best of 25 .1 last weekend in
Cheney. At nationals last year
Davis finished ninth in the 200
and thirteenth in the 100. She
is looking to be in the top ten "Pressure doesn't bother me anymore," says Cathy Davis,
in both and hopefully the top ~astern's .heroine in the sprints. Davis swept the 100 and 200
six this year at nationals in meter dashes last week at the Pelleur Invitational and has qualiTennessee.
fied for nationals in the 100. -photo by Gary Copp
A large part of the success
'.)f Davis has to be credited to
Coach Tannehill and her pro-

grams for both ~peed and endurance. According to Davis,
"Coach Tannehill is the best

women's
track
coach
around.''
Coach Tannehill said,

~

" Ca thy is the hardest working
and most determ ined at hlete
I' ve ever worked with. Cathy
sets goals fo r herself and then
does everything necessary to
acheive those goals." Coach
Tannehill also respects Davis
for trusting her enough to use
and follow the programs and
methods of training that she
sets for her.
Another person who has
been a big help in helping
Davis on her way to nationals
is her husband Randy Davis,
EWU men's tennis coach.
Cathy said, "He helps me out
a lot because he does a lot o f
running on his own and he can
push me faster on my' speed intervals than the girls on my
team can.'' He also has been a
great supporter of his wi fe and
her. track career, going to as
many meets as he can and even
paying his own way to nationals to be there to cheer her
on.
When as-ked .how he though t
his wife would do this year at
nationals Davis summed u p
many people's sentiments,
saying, "I think she will d o
well, really well."

..

J

Women's softball knocked down by Pacific
After enduring its first two
losses of the season, the EWU
women's softball team will
return to Oregon for the
AIA W Region IX Division III
softball r..>urnament'. The team
now stands at 10-2, and both
of those losses were by one run
to Pacific of Oregon.
They will have to probably
face the Boxers again if they
want to win this weekend's
tournament. The Eagle ladies
are seeded second to the host
school. EWU was on a tengame roll before they fell to
Pacific last week.
Th,e team started the week
by romping pathetic Linfield
by 20-0 and 17-1. They pitched
back-to-back no-hitters, as
Jennifer Merrirman got credit
for the opener and Georgina
O'Farrell the second. The two
also provided most :of the offense in the first game, O'Farrell had six · RBI's and Merriman connected on four hits.
They tpen traveled to the
Lewis and Clark Tournament,
where they placed second. In
the first game, they took care
of Southern Oregon 9-2. They
then beat previously unbeaten
Pacific 1-0, with O'Farrell getting credit for the victory.
Next Oregon Tech fell 8-2,
Meriman hurling for that one.
That propelled Eastern into
:.

·AAA

SELF STORAGE
ALL SIZES
AVAILABLE
STARTING AT
$23/MO.

235-8260

the championship_game of the was relieved by O'Farrell with
tourney, against the winner of the score 2-1, and two on,
.
the consolation bracket. Their nobody out.
Pacific rapped one run in,
opponent turned out to be
Pacific, and they had to defeat but the score was still tied after
the Eagles twice in order to . regulation. They then went inwin the double elimination to extra innings, before succumbing in the ninth. The wintournament.
Evidently, the longer and ning run scored on a throwing
tougher schedule of Pacific error, the play after a triple
paid off, as they had the extra sailed into left field with two
punch to put both games away outs. That sacrifice was the
difference and the blow that
by one run each.
The Boxers got to O'Farrell gave O'Farrell her second loss
for two runs in the opener, of the day, this time in relief.
Coach Bill Smithpeters
and the ladies only came up
with one for themselves, fall- thought the team played well,
ing 2-1. Merriman worked the and hopes that they can push
first six the second game, but that success a little farther this

DAVE'S AUTO· WRECKING
FOREIGNCAR
REPAIR
,.auto .
If~~
S,f.CIAI.IZING IN

·sa . '61 ,.11•os

weekend. The winner of the
tourney will receive an invite
to the national championships
in Grand Rapids, Mich.
While they are seeded second he knows that they can't
overlook anyone. "We want
to play Pacific again, because
we feel that we can beat
them," said Smith peters.
"However we can't just worry
ab~ut them, because we

haven't seen Willamette, and
the other teams are capa_ble of
beating us."
As a second seed, the Eagles
will get a first-round bye, They
then face the winner of the
Willamette-Western Oregon
College matchup, · while
Pacific waits for Lewis and
Clark and Oregon 'Fech to
fight :, out. The tournament is
a douole efimination affair.

HAVING COMPANY?
TRY THE

!ICII 111 Ill
304 W. 1st Cheney, WA. 99004
on State Highway 904

Color TV in every room!
PHONE: 235-6538

24-HOl!JR
TOWING

: Fas/rion ParlourPresents:

1/2-Mile South on Cheney-Spangle Road
•I

Professional Counselor,
· Masters Degree and
Experience

Veey Reasonable Rates
HOURS-12-7 Mon.-Sat.
Open Sundays. 12..s
YOU SINGLE PEOPLE Who Feel You Are Of Intelligence, Please Call Us. Not The Intelligence As Usually
Defined By The Manipulation Of Abstractions, Nor
The Accumulation or Technical Knowledge, But The
Intelligence Tmascending All Of That! Now Advertising On ICGA 1510 AM, 501000 Watt Coverage. Listen
For Our Ad Weekday evenings At 8:45 P.M.
"The Greatest Country Music Statton In The World!"

W. 530 INDIANA
(next to Dept. of
Driver

Ucenslng)

Engagement Congratulations to:
Pat 35 & Tim Z3'

PHONE 325-2268

Award Winning Specialists
In Make-Up Application!
Saturday, May 15, 1982
Cheryl Will Discuss ~. .
• Natrition: Bow It Affeetll The Skin & Hair.
• Skin Care: The Basics
• Product Analysis: "How To"
• Make-Up: Application & Techniques
• Bone Structure & P.roblemSolving

Call For Class Reservation: 235-5148
FEE $10.00
PLACE: Elegant Egg
Luncheon Buffet: $3.85 ' TIME: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
•
Registration 9:30
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Riley~ ·o avis -lead
women-as usual
Although · the weather and
competition were both excellent last weekend at the Arnie Pelleur Invitational the indi idual performances were
not as good as coach Deborah
Tannehill had hoped for her
lady tracksters.
Even though there were no
national qualifying times turned in there were several performances that were good enough
to qualify people for regionals
this weekend at Central
Washington University in
Ellensburg.
Once again it was Michelle
Riley and Cathy Davis leading
the way for the women. Both
are strong bets to do well both
in the regional and national
meets. Others that did well last
weekend and should do well at
regionals are Bobbi Annette in
the 800-meter run and Cheryl
Yoke in both the 3000 and
5000.
The meet was dominated by
the University of Idaho and
Spokane community college.
Davis in the 100 and 200-meter
sprints and Riley in the 100
meter hurdles were the only
winners for EWU on Friday.
Coach Tannehill said she
was pleased that the team continued to qualify for regionals
and ·a'dded "I look for us to
finish· in the top three in our
district and hopefully send
several individuals to nationals.''
Some of the individuals who
will be competing in regionals
this weekend will be Davis in
the 10() and 200-meter sprints.
Joining her in the sprints will
be teammates Laurie Brock in
both aµd Trish Boland in the
100. Riley and teammate Val
Harlow will represent Eastern
in the 100 meter hurdles. Chris
Grant and Sheila Hall
qualified for both the 400meter hurdles and the open
400 . EWU will be represented
n the distance events by Bobbi

,.

"€,

~<'1-!\(\oe

Annette in the 800, Carolyn
Darcy in the 1500 and Cheryl
Yoke in both the 3000 and
5000.
In the field events the lady
Eagles will ttave Lisa Smith in
the shot put, Cherie (:lark and
Marie Conrath in both the
high jump and javelin, and
Kathy Federico in the discus
and javelin. Conrath also
qualified in the long jump and
will compete in the heptatholn
at regionals.
Eastern will also have four
relay teams entered in the
regional competition. The
4xl00 team of Boland, Sue
Colvin, Riley, and Brock
qualified last weekend as did
the 4x400 team of Gant, Deanna Clemons, Dena Sale, and
Colvin. The 4x800 team of
Annette, Jani Smith, Sheryl
Piper, and Darcy will be competing as well as the 4x800
medley team of . Brock, Teri
Marrazzo, Boland, and Hall.
With competitors in every
event coach Tannehill is feeling very optimistic about
regionals.

Sports
Shorts

..

..

Sports Writer

Middle distance runner Ed
Dotter and shot putter Mike
Maletich both qualified for
nationals to highlight the 13th
annual Arnie Pelleur Open
track and field meet last
weekend on Woodward Field.
Some outstanding times and
meet records were shattered in
the meet, which was run under
ideal weather conditions. Unfortunately, for the EWU
men, not many of those performances were credited to
them, as injury and illness
continued to limit some of the
top thinclads from competing.
Dotter ran a strong 1,500
meters, clocking a 3:50.4 to
take second by a nose, as Club
Northwest' s Gary Gustafson
recorded the same time.
Maletich threw the shot 54-7
to win the event, as teammate

~

SPRING
CLEARANCE!
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40% OFF Jeans &
30% OFF Sweaters & Dresses
Summer Shorts, Tops, and
Swimwear Now In!

llig ijug·Bouquet..
\
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Make her day
really special!
Give Mom all
your love!
Send h er a
Beautiful
arrangement of
Fresh Flowers

!

The Hair Company
·Haircuts,
~ Permanents &Colors
~ t~~
Styli_sts: •Kay Walkup
\~
•Clyde Leifer

235-5169

Mother's -Oay is
Sunday, May 9:
For Mom, It's
the best hug
of all ... And
w e can send
Flowers
almost
a nywhere!

Bruce Anderson sat out with a
back muscle pull. Anderson's
already qualified with a heave
of 57-3, just nine inches short
of an EWU record.
Redshirt Mark Pierce won
the javelin with a toss of 2222, which would qualify him
for nationals if he were eligible. Keith Nelson was close
behind in second place with
206-5, and .teammate Chuck
Gaudette was fourth for the
Eagles.
·
Stan Stucky remained con- ·
sistant in the hammer, winning
as usual with a mark of 152-2.
Mitch Yoke, Dan Hildebrand
and Lex Strom were 3rd, 4th
and 5th respectively.
Eastern's 400 meter relay ·
team tied a meet record with a
time of 41. 7. The patented
Sullivan/ Knox/ Harris/Logan
quartet continues to blaze the
quarter-mile oval, and may

'
'
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Send her our FTD .

Men set outstanding marks
at Pelleur-even Eastern 's
by Kirk Findlay

Eastern's men's soccer
team will play an amateur
squad from Seattle called
Team Napoli, Saturday at
l :.30 p.m . on the soccer
field. Admission is free.
Maria Loos, three-time
most valuable player for the
EWU women's basketball
team finished fifth in the
NCAA Division I I rebounding statistics for the 1982
:;eason. Loos averaged 14.4
rebounds per game, grabbing a total of 402 in 28
games. Eastern women as a
team ranked sixth in fie ld
goal percentage allowed.

.;..

WU's Robin Ho~d battles SCC's Bill Rodgers in the 3000 meter steeplechase at the Pelleur
Invitational last Friday on Woodward Field. Rodgers won, while Hood took second. -photo by
Gary Copp

112 College St., Cheney

CHENEY
FLEAM.ARKET
ALSO

CHENEY PAWN SHOP
10111st St. - Cheney, WA
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sun. thru Thurs.
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

•

CHET'S FLOWERS
lat&Cheney
235-4916

C,

Open 9 - 5 Daily
10 - Z Sunday, May 9

ljelpin9 you ~ZIV it right.

We are the only licensed p~wn broker in
the Cheney area. Buy, sell or loan.
money on most anything of value.
NO FIREARMS
Table Rental: 4'x8' Table• $5.00/Day - $25/ Week
Phone 235-4347 or 448-1545 - 9-6

only be a race away from
reaching national qualifying
standards.
Senior Dennis Sullivan had
a busy day for the Eagles, running a leg of the 400-meter
relay, nabbing fourth in the
I 00 meters and placing second
in the long jump. Sullivan, a
favorite in the long jump had
to squeeze his jumps in
between his other events and
was only able to get .Pff one
good effort. On his first attempt he "ran through" the pit, his second was a scratc'1
by a fraction of an 1nch,
before he finally hit on his
third.
A couple of new faces were
among the top Eagle hurdlers .
Junior Kevin Frandsen took
second in the 400-meter intermediate hurdles and Kevin
Kruckenburg attacked the
·highs in 14. 7, also placing second.
Randy Harris turned a
quick 21.9 in the 200, while
Tom Higgens was fourth and
took second in the 100, with
an 11.2 timing.
Idaho freshman Sherrie
Crang was the individual star
of the day, as she broke the
1,500 mark for the 'women,
and won the 800. Spokane
Community's mile relay team
also broke a meet and track
record by posting a 3: 13.
The men will be back in action this Saturday, as they
travel to Moscow to compete
in the University of Idaho Invite.

Sounds Easlf
Video
N.5828 Dlvl1lon, Franklin Park Mall
483-EASY

$30YEARLY
CLUB MEMBERSHIP FEE

VALUABLE COUPON

2 FREE
MOVIE RENTALS
.... ,.,~.... of

CllltM111lttnlllp
Cash value 1120 o r IC Expires Apr11 30 1982
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Eagles try new approach to·twinbills
Tired of splitting their first
seven Pac-IO doubleheaders,
the Eastern Eagles tried
something else Sunday against
Washington State.

This time, they lost both
games.
The double disaster loss to
the
Cougars
dropped
Eastern's record to 7-9 in the

conference, 15-25 overall
before
last
night's
doubleheader at Lewis-Clark
State.
Friday, the Eagles travel to

Eastern reliever Barry Kato fires to the plate during second game of doubleheader loss to
Washington State Sunday. -photo by Ran4y Rains.
,

Women to Moscow for regionals
by Jeff Bunch
Sports Writer

The EWU women's tennis
team closed out the season
much like the weather they
played in--like a hurricane.
The lady netters ran off four
more victories, all on the road,
to finish the regular season
with an 18-4 mark.
The women faced mostly
tough weather in their season
finale in Ellensburg last
weekend. The ladies fought
the elements and pulled out a
5-4 win over the Wildcats.
Earlier in the season, they
handled Central, but the conditions made the match much
closer than it should have
been.
They now will travel to
Moscow, Id. this weekend to
compete in the AIA W
Regionals at the University of
Idaho. The lady Vandals are
the best of the crop, that's settled. But the second team at
regionals also gets invited to
the national meet in Greeley,
Colorado, and the women
figure to have a good shot at
that spot.
'' Puget Sound was second
last year at regionals, and we
just beat them," said Coach
Sunya Herold. "It will be
between us and them, and I
feel we can do it."

There should be eight teams a couple of 6-2 sets. The top
competing· in the meet. Idaho, doubles team of LaPierreBoise
State,
Portland, Ratigan were 6-0, 6-2 winners.
Portland State, Central,
They then jaunted up the
Lewis-Clark State, UPS and coast to play the infamous
Loggers of UPS. They gave it
EWU would be those teams.
But even if the ladies place their best shot, carving a 5-4
second they may not go to the team victory. Herold was all
national meet. ,The univer- smiles in this one, as she gave
sity's policy only goes for a high marks to everyone but the
first place team, if a team trainer.
qualifies for a second national
So now it's off to regionals,
spot, the university does not Herold has her lineup set and
promise to send them.
the records follow in paranThat happenep two years thesis. Singles: number one
ago, when the ladies placed se- Daniele La Pierre ( 13-6),
cond, but were not sent to na- number two Maxine Vogel
tionals. "That was the deci- (17-8), number three Michele
sion two years ago, and I Ratigan (14-8), number four
haven't heard anything that Julie Donahoe (16-6), number
would make me think it's any five Angela Flynn (17-8) and
different this year," said number six Lisa Edwards (185) all ended up with glossy
Herold.
But if the team doesn't go, marks.
individuals could possibly
As for the doubles teams:
qualify. They must win their top seeded Ratigan-LaPierre
flight in order to go to the na- (15-4), number two tandem
tional meet. For example, Vogel-Flynn(5-1),
and
should a player reign as top Edwards-Hundeby finished at
number three singles player, · 7-5. These combined marks all
spelled the most successful
they could go to nation~ls.
In other action they also season for the ladies, an.d
found time to wallop Portland Herold feels that ·this was also
State riy a healthy 8-1 margin. the toughest slate the ladies
Daniele LaPierre led the way, have faced. "In all · honesty,
as she didn't even give her op- these are the toughest teams
ponent a chance, blanking her we've played,,, said Herold.
6-0, 6-0. Number four Julie "Next year's schedule should
Donahoe punted her foe with even be tougher.''

Portland to face.the Pilots in a
doubleheader, then Saturday
it's up 1-5 to Seattle for a twinbill with the Huskies.
Last weekend Eastern dropped three out of four to slip into fourth in the Northern Division of the Pac-10. Oregon
State leads at 12-5, followed
by Washington State at 10-6
and Gonzaga at 8-8 .
The Bulldogs ran three
·Eagle hurlers through the meat
grinder last Saturday in the
opener, pounding out 17 hits
in a stunning 14-5 romp at
Eastern's dust bowl of a
baseball field. The game was
relatively close (7-3 Gonzaga)
until the Bulldogs batted
around for seven runs in the
sixth inning in the Eagles'
worst pitching outing since
early in the season.
Chris Fazendin, Eastern's
ace who still does not get many
runs, didn't need many as he
tossed a six hitter and Alex
Podruzny rapped an RBI

single in the eighth as EWU
salvaged the nightcap 2-1.
Fazendin hurled his eighth
complete game, one short of
the school record set last year
by Bill Patterson. Fazendin
also lowered his earned run
average to 2.34, best on the
club.
Eastern's two losses to
Washington State on Sunday
were not totally unexpected,
considering that EWU has
beaten WSU only eight times
in the last 75 years.
The Eagles fell 2-0 in the
opener as WSU lefty Jay Hunt
pitched a six-hitter. In the
nightcap, three walks and an
outfield error in the fourth
paved the way for three
Cougar runs in a 7-2 WSU
roll.
Shawn Mackin and Jeff
Karr kept the Eagles fro~ going scoreless for the entire day,
ripping RSI doubles in the
seventh inning.

.,,

Wallace, Eagles
prevail in EWU
Invite at Hangma:µ
Make it three in a row now
for golfing protege Roger
Wallace, who last weekend
won medalist honors and led
his team to th~ championship
of the 13th annual EWU Invitational Golf Tournament at
Hangman Valley in Spokane.
The way Wallace breezed
through the 36-hole layout, he
could easily be charged with
assault and battery, as he carded a 67-74 for a one-under-par
total of 141 to lead all players
in the 21-team tourney.
Two weeks ago in Bellingham, Wallace sank a sixf.oot putt in a sudden death
playoff to garner the individual title in the Western
Washington Invite and also
claimed first place two days
later in a dual match against
Spokane Falls JC. Last
weekend's victory stretched

Wallace's win skein to three
straight and top scorer in five
of the last six events.
Eastern's team total of 599
gave them a comfortable 11
stroke edge over second place
Puget Sound for the Division
II crown. Central Washington
was third (619), followed by
Simon Fraser (633), Northwest
Nazarine (659), Montana Tech
(669), Eastern Montana (671)
and Whitworth (677).
Oregon State won the Division I side with 582, while Columbia Basin was tops in the
community college bracket
with 609.
Eastern' s
performance
should give them a big shot in
the arm toward qualifying for
the Pacific Northwest Collegiate Championships in
Yakima, May 10, which will
mark the end of the 1982
season.
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Tale of ··a lame-duck team
by Jeff Bunch
' port Writer

You ve heard of lame-duck
Pre ident . They're the incum bents who run, but don't
get re-elected. Well like Jimmy
Caner' last few days in the
White House, the EWU men's
tenni team rode o ut it term
la t week.
The men, with lot of talent
but nowhere to go, bordered
on mediocrity all eason. T hey
were at time
brilliant,
ometimes average, and other
times poor. Thi la t week aw
a little of each.
They tarted out the week at
12-10. On April 27, they
manhandled a poor excuse for
a team called Whitworth by an
8-1
ore . The number three
double was the only lo s,
altho ugh there were al o scare
at ix singles and number two
double . The former went
three sets, the lat ter decided by
twin 7-6 core .
Then came the '' I cold you
o" for this sport writer. Saying la t week that they were
prone to an upset, they fulfilled my role as messiah, a nd fell
to Spokane Communi ty College. But it wasn't ju t another
lo
Nope, thi one wa a 7-2

bruising, and termed the " low
point of the season" by coach
Randy Davis. The lone E WU
wins came at the number four
single , a 7-5, 6-4 Dave Sturdyvin victory and number two
double , where Sturdyvin
combined with Tony Omlin
for a 6-4, 6-2 triumph. Sturdyvin may go down a the
greatest face-saver in EWU
history.
Tho e were average and
poor, but there were some that
were total jokes. Resembling
Rodney Dangerfield , Eastern
Mo ntana fo und it hard to get
re pect with ju t four player .
T hat meant ju t three single
mat che and two doubles conte t were played. They mu t
have been a welcome relief
when they rolled in the next
day, after the SC fiasco.
Needle s to say, EWU won,
even with the bottom of their
ladder . Maybe the others were
too proud to laughter the
poor devils. After all, who
wants to be known a the "infant killer". EMC is in their
first year of existence, and not
winning a ga me co uld kill a
program. An yway , who play
tenni in Montana?
La t Saturday they traveled
to the edge of nowhere, other-

wise known as Pullman, for a
rematch with the
ougars .
The week before, the Cougar
had beaten them 8-1, and
Ea tern played poorly that
day.
Well, hopefully thi 1 the
thing the men could work for ,
at least salvage some pride.
But in the end, the much
tougher sch_edule o f WSU
made them more ready to play
up to their abilities. After all ,
th ey didn ' t play Washington
Technical School for C lowns
tennis squad the day before.
They were there to play.
Don't get me wrong, the
men put up a good figh t. But,
they huffed and they puffed
but they couldn't blow the
hou e down.
Big Bad John Gant led off.
He' s one of the best players in
the northwest, but all he can
do is play for fun at EWU. He
fell 6-4, 6-3. He played good,
but ju t didn't have the edge to
turn the corner on his opponent.
So Tony Omlin stepped forward. H e blew and he blew,
and he even had that hou e
leaning, 6-3 , 2-6 and th en
came the crucial ·third wind.
Having the benefit of hi own
ervice, he couldn' t quite do it.

He just didn't have the matchready intensity of his opponent. He fell 7-6 in a heartbreaker lo in the third set.
Well, this cor.tinued. Darey
Philbrick and Dave Sturdyvin
had house-leaning three- et
matches, but this tructure was
there to stay. Numbers five
and six We Sim and Paul
Skipworth were mart er. They
lost in two .
But teamwork is necessary
in double , and maybe if we
got two bad boys together we
could blow them down. But it
just wasrl t to be. Gant-Omlin
was 6-3, 6-0 losers, Philbric kSturdyvin fell 5-7 , 6-1, 6-4 and
the last chance effort by 1mskipworth was hort of air in
their 6-3, 4-6, 7-5 loss.
So the little Cougars were
sa fe o nce again, and the Big
Bad Boys from Eastern went
back home.
But they won't pout, no,
they'll come home and play in
the sun and maybe even find
some
time
for
some
homework. Besides , they
might even be glad it's over.
After all, why follow the rainbow when you know there's
no gold at the end of it.
The moral of this tory i :
You ·annot blame the boys

from EWU . As l aid at the
beginning, they are a talented
group and they have great
potential. They had a very
capable coach in Randy Davis
this year, and they have o me
of the best athletic facilities in
the west.
Why then, can't they put it
all together?
The problem 1 that they
have no post-season competition to work toward, and had
a hoe tring budget. They ended up just trying to have fun
and play some tennis. But a
label will tick if it' on long
enough, and EWU may be
labeled mediocre if they cont in ue to have ea on like this.
There' one thing wor e than
being average, that's not having to be average.
So, if the administration
and athletic department decide
they want to be a class operation, and JOtn a major
neighboring conference, they
should go ahead and move
that way. Being Big Sky
doesn't just apply to football
and basketball. lt means they
must go cla s with ALL their
operations .
My me age is, de ide what
you want a nd go f r it. After
all, The Sky' the limit.

Why are these guys running like an Edsel?
Three year ago, they were
world champions.
Two years ago, they were
eliminated in the con Ference
final by the eventual world
champs.
Last year, mJuries and
holdouts dropped them into
the division cellar.
This year, they rebounded
by posting the second best
record in the entire conference.
They have eno ugh experienced and talented players
to massacre just about any
team who steps on their floor.
So the question is, why
a ren't the Seattle Sonics
dominating
the
NBA
playoffs?
Of course, by now the
Sonics may be completely out
of the playoffs, if they weren't
able to salvage last night's
gam e with San Antonio,
played at home in front of
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The Gospel
according
to Mark
14,000 referees .
In any case, Seattle had no
business being on the brink of
elimination anyway, especially
to a team like the Spurs. San
Antonio is not a bad team,
mind you, but their playoff
track record reads like the
obituaries.
The Spurs win their share of
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A for the team they beat,
Phoenix, will this latest in a
series of setbacks be the final
straw for Coach John McLeod
and his paper mache' lineup?
When someone like Rich Kelly
starts and their best player,
Walter Davis, i on the bench,
how can the Suns be anything
but sacrificial lambs for the
big boys?
Kyle
Macy,
Dennis
Johnson, Davis, Alvan Adams
and some useful big man
should start. Truck Robinson,
who wants to be traded, ·
should be. Who needs a power
forward that puts up 20-foot
bricks?
In the East, Boston and
Philadelphia should meet in
their annual epic battle.
Boston is a finesse team, but
they do have the brutes to
challenge the Six~rs' big men.
Philly, who owes its fans
about five world championships by now, seems to be
peaking with a fast break that
resembles a safety blitz.
Though I picked Boston and
L.A. to make the finals, it's
sad to see a team like Denver
be eliminated so early, before
they could get on national
television and show tile whole
country how much fun the
ABAwas.
Oh well, it could be worse.
The Cleveland Cavaliers could
have made the playoffs.

EWU
SOCCER TEAM

Make This Saturday Your
Shopping day at the ...

F & M Business Center

regular season games, because
under their salary structure the
more they win, the more
money they make. But in the
playoffs, George Gervin was
their only money player, and
the rest choked.
Which is w11y it's hard to
figure out why the Sonics are
being done in by the likes of
Mike Bratz (who?) and Dave
Corzine (why?). The Sonics'
goon line of Jack Sikma, Lonnie Shelton and James
Donaldson should be able to
eat up the Spurs, much less the
AFC West. The Seahawks

could have used Donaldson.
Gus Williams is virtually
unstoppable in the open court.
Freddie Brown is deadly from
the parking lot on in. Sikma
should be able to shoot that
jumper of his over anybody.
Yes, anybody, including
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, whom
he seems to avoid whenever
they meet.
But, for some reason, the
Sonics do not look like a
championship-caliber team in
the playoffs. No team that
scores a grotesque 70 points in
a game deserves to win
anything.
Coach
Lenny
Wilkens gripes at referees too
much, and tends to blame
close losses on bad calls. Also
at home the sonics can usually
do no wrong, but on the road
they can sometimes look like a
bad rec league team.
But don't be surprised to see
them come back and win the
whole thing. But don't be surprised if they don't.
Elsewhere, it's nice to ee
the Lakers winning again.
Maybe that will keep the
players happy and Coach Pat
Riley his job.
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Are there just too many video games in,ading your space? Is the transforn1ation of your friends into cybernetic players and TV androids
putting a tempest in you r teapot? He,·. . . take off your pack, man. Pull the plug with some Mountain Fresh Rainier. Leave all those
electronic blips and bleeps to the defenders and donke) conquerors - just seek out ,·our o\,·n asteroid and put some R's in your mug.
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PBS----------

from page I
de troy a university-wide
policy," Rae wa rned.
Wayne Hall added, " I aw a
te taken that the univer ity
facult y has never taken on
ampus : from zero to 25 percent of the legislative allocation to be u ed a a bonus. I
believe we have killed ''shared

governence. '
hared governence is the
concept that all the organ of a
uni ersity which administer
(AS the Senate, the board, the
admini tration), o perate in a
symbiotic relation hip. The
Senate's po ition is that its
operations have been infringed
upon.

Merit---

from page I
wa in the roles of the · Dean
and department chairs. A it
now stands, there are two
models of administration in
the university. The first is the
"Collegiate model," which
allows for the department
chair to be one among equals.
The second model is more
administrative in nature, and
allows for the chair to make
many more administrative
decisions.
Thompson's presentation
stated five strengths witlr the
Ad-hoc Committee's plan:
I) It was simple
2)
It
would 'avoid
bureaucratic differences.
3) Control was at depart- ,
ment level.
4) It was flexible.
5) It was open and responsive to uniqueness.
Thompson added, " ... The
committee plan was as close to
these criteria as possible. It
(the plan) has checks and
balances as close as can be
reasonably possible."
Rae's rebuttal was on the
need to control the discrepancies inherent in the various

disciplines of Eastern. That
the Senate plan would
" ... make people unhappy,
and the distrust would continue a~ it has all year between
deans and departments ."
The other business of the
meeting was of the job reductions in force, Founder's Day,
and PUB expansion.
The job reductions would
occur in three areas: admin strati v e / executive,
classified (full time jobs), and
faculty.
At this time, much is very
tentative, but possible · program reductions could be
enacted. The number of people affected is in relation to attrition and retirement.
According
to
Dr.
Frederickson, '.'We are the last
university to do this and the
University Placement Center
will assist any who are displaced."
Also in Dr. Frederickson's
report, Eastern recouped "all
but $6000 from Founder's
Day."
ASEWU President John
Hawkins repor~ed that "all
projects were underway, and
Q)1 schedule."

Thi i based upon Wayne
Hall s comment that "when
the admini tration a ks for
this problem to be taken away
(Lhe merit pay plan) they have
violated hared governence."
The position of the S nate
was now to find a way to expre s their displeasure about
the situation. The vote on the
Wallace motion was 21 to 11
whh one abstention. The
Senate adjourned for a want .
of any other action.
In the process, 'they have left
a lot of questions to be raised
about the future role of t:he
faculty in the asfministration.
There was a failure to approach the signifigance bf subpoint two of the motion, that
it would be unethical to participate in anybody to supplant the body of t,he Senate or
its organs.
"Yes, nobody ·really noticed
that," said Wallace. It is i
challenge, in effect to have the
university run the · Senate's
functions.
"The Senate may be an advisory board-organization, but
it sets policy also. The Fall
1982 Catalog goes into print,
and the Senate has to establish
certain guidelines. We won't
in time."
The Catalog goes into print
May 5, with no change in
credit loads, monies, or
add/drop, credit/no credit
policies.
According to Melanie Bell,
EWU Registar, "l will accept
no changes other than those
passed by the Academic
Senate."

from f)aJle 1
tinued, " o these advertising
tests were et up to see what
does happen. Both the Congress and the Federal Communication
comm1s 10n
(FCC) permitted the test."
James Kuello of the FC
heads the Temporary Commit- '
tee on Alternative F inancing
for Public Broadcasting, set
up the deal with the financial
problems of PBS following the
budget cuts. This committee is
allowing the test to run
through June 30, 1983, 'at
which time Congress will
research and evaluate the test
results and the FCC will turn
in a recommendation stating
whether or not to continue
showing commercials on
public television.
At that time, a decision will
be . made about including
advertis4ng as a regular part of
the P!3S network, showing
commercials . on all the 200plus PBS stations, including
Spokane's KSPS.
.
So, whether or not comme{cials will be seen on KSPS
next year depends upon the
recommendation. According
to Kobluk, "Nothing on that
order will be decided until the
experiment • has · run its
course."
Back in New Orleans, Nix
reports a "strong response
from the business community.
In our very first month, sales
reached $60,000, which is
ahead of what we were expecting."
Actording to Nix, the
advertising has not hurt public

support. In its April memberhip drive, up port for WY S
increased by · almost 600
members. U ually, most stations hold three drives per
year, but two extra were added
this year.
"Members are our basis of
support," Nix aid, "not only
financially, but also in programming. Since members are
people who are interested,
they are usually more willing
to say (what they think) about
the content." But, Nix stressed, PBS
tations welcome
comments from everyone, not
just memb rs.
Public respon e to advertising on PBS has been minimal
so far.
''Our
most
dramatic
response ha been that there
has been
no dramatic
response," Nix said. "The
viewer~
were
informed
beforehand that the advertising test would be conducted
and· we offered a brochure explaining it to interested
viewers," she explained. "So
far we have had 75 requests
for the brochure and only four
or five negative responses."
WYES encourages comments. As Nix said, "every
viewer is part of the test."
Critics of the test have
claimed that by showing commercials, public television will
have to adjust its programming to suit the sponsors. "I
don't see it,'' Nix said. "Our
biggest difficulty is concern
with getting enough time to
promote programming, but
this is also a problem for the
major networks."

CLASSIFIED .ADS
Tired of general housekeep·ng? Give Kathy a call at 2354037 anytime after 3:30.

YPING. Professional results
y experienced editor and prof reader.
lnterchangeable
lements make your math
quation, Spanish question or
rench cedilla look great! Bety, 235-2440.
Typing, bookkeeping, resume
service. Term papers - briefs thesis - you name it! All
documents proof read, some
editing. (I will make you look
great!) Reasonable rates.
Susan, 328-7963.

Men and Women, See Alaska.
l f you would like seasonal
employment in the Alaskan
Sea-food Ind-us try, write:
HALL Publications, Box 507,
Deer Park, WA 99006.
OVERSEAS
JOBSSumme~/year round. Europe,
S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All
i-:~e!<is. $500-$1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC Box 52-WA-2 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625.
Fellas, gals, looking for just
the right style for your hair?
Well, look no further. Call the
professionals at your own
Campus Hairstyling - right
here on campus. 359-7840.
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NOW PLAYING

407 1st - Cheney

HAPPY
HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 6 to 8 P·"D· Saturday 4 to 8 p.m.
$1.75 Pitchers 35ci: SchoOners
W~D~ESDA Y NIGHT IS ANIMAL NIGHT
2 cans of Schmidt for $1.00
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26 Words or Less
$2.00
Deadline Monday 9:00 a.m.
Payment Due When Ad is Submitted
Checks Payable to Alpha Kappa Psi
For Information Call 359-7930
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